The New
Standard for
Sunlight
Readable
Switches

Vivisun 20/20
The Fully Qualified
Sunlight Readable
Mil-Spec Switch
TM

MIL-S-22885/90
Sunlight Readable

Low Power Vivisun 20/20 is
readable in a light ambient of
10,000 foot candles (direct sunlight).

No Ghosting- Low Power Vivisun 20/20
maintains total dead face in a
light ambient of 10,000 foot candles
(direct sunlight) when not energized.
Specify Vivisun 20/20 whenever
dependable sunlight readability becomes a crucial
factor in safety considerations.
VIVISUN 20/20 IS A TRADEMARK OF AEROSPACE OPTICS INC. PATENT PENDING
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Applications: Throughout the world
on military and commercial aircraft,
Vivisun 20/20 is now in use
in cockpits and flight decks in
conjunction with the following:
Master Warning Systems,
Navigation Mode Select Systems,
Keyboards
Marker Beacon Indicators
Auto Pilot Systems,
Flight Director Systems
and Counter
Measures
Systems.
Vivisun 20/20
is also in use
on Base
Security
Systems
and
Flight Inspection
Equipment.
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The Aerospace Optics Laboratory
Measurement of Sunlight Readability
The Sunlight Readability of a display is
measured in our photometric laboratory by
determining specific contrast ratios when
the display is subjected to a 10,000 footcandle ambience (direct sunlight) (Fig. 1):
(1) Two 650 watt sun guns are placed at
45° to an 85% reflective white diffused
s t an d ar d .
Fig. 1

Test Point 10,000
foot-candles ambience
(direct sunlight)

I
Sun Gun 1

Photometer

Sun Gun 2

(2) The sun guns are then calibrated to
produce a 10,000 foot-candle ambience
(direct sunlight) on the reflective standard
as measured by using a Gamma Scientific
2020E Photometer. (3) The reflective
standard is then replaced by the display to
b e t es t ed .
Fig. 2
Point B1
Points B2 & B3

To determine the contrast ratios, take
three brightness measurements as shown
in Fig. 2: (B2) a .011" diameter area on the
energized legend, (B3) the same area with
the legend unenergized, and (B1) a .011
area on the background adjacent to the
area measured on the legend.
Compute the contrast ratios with the foll o w i n g f o r m u l a:
B2-B1
On/Background Contrast, C=
B1
B1-B3
Off/Background Contrast, C1=
B3
The legends are Sunlight Readable when
the contrast ratio (C) of the legend on to
background is greater than 0.6 and the
contrast ratio (C1) of the legend off to
background is 0.0 ±.05.

Aerospace Optics Make Vivisun 20/20
Non-Ghosting
The importance of Sunlight Readable
lighted switches and indicators has
reached a new level of priority. The new
Aerospace Optics VIVISUN 20/20 displays have satisfied this priority. An area of
tremendous pilot concern in the past has
been the creation of Ghost Legends.
Webster refers to ghost as “ a false image
appearing.” These messages, which appear when not energized, are what we
often refer to as GHOST LEGENDS.
In today’s sophisticated electronics, annunciation to alert the pilot to specific aircraft information is of prime importance.
The possibility of an image of a nonilluminated message cannot be allowed.

Dead Face

Sunlight
Readable

Aerospace Optics, through dedicated
research, has created a unique lighting
system which eliminates ghosting and
creates a total dead face when not illuminated as per MIL-STD-411D. The VIVISUN
20/20 provides an average contrast ratio
from the unlighted legend to the background of .03 in an ambient light of 10,000
foot-candles (direct sunlight), therefore
eliminating any possibility of the GHOST
LEGEND appearing when not energized.
This advanced technology of Aerospace
Optics and the VIVISUN 20/20 Series of
pushbutton switches and indicators have
created a new standard in the area of
cockpit lighting. Sunlight readable requirements have been achieved so that the
message is not only readable when energized in a sunlight condition (10,000 foot
candles ambience), but is not discernible
(a totally invisible face) when not illuminated, which eliminates the possibilities of
GHOST LEGENDS.
Vivisun 20/20 is Uniform Trimmable.
No Hot Spots.
Cockpit lighting displays must meet two
basic criteria on today’s aircraft. The displays must be readable in direct sunlight,
and also under night flying conditions

5 Sunlight Readable Colors: Red, Yellow, Green, White and new 20/20 Blue. Only Vivisun 20/20
delivers a Sunlight Readable Blue as an additional advisory color for safety and better pilot/system interface.
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when the power is trimmed. This requires a
uniformity of lighting not previously available. In response to repeated requests,
Aerospace Optics designed a lighting system from the ground up, using the low
power T-1 lamp and a unique optics system. The result is the VIVISUN 20/20, the
advanced state-of-the-art in illuminated
switches and indicators.
All colors dim uniformly on the VIVISUN
20/20 even at the low voltages used for
night flying conditions. A common problem
in older lighting systems is “hot spots” that
develop when power is trimmed, so that
part of the message is too brightly illuminated while other segments are barely discernible. This creates a definite hazard to
the air crew since an
important message
can be missed. The
V I V I S U N 20/20,
through its optics system, provides greater
uniformity and complete visibility at all
voltage levels.
Color differentiation
at low voltage levels has also been a design problem, especially where white and
amber are used, since the two colors tend
to appear similar at low voltage. The new
VIVISUN 20/20 is the only display to solve
this problem so that even at night there is
no confusion as to the color of the message. When coupled with the fact that it is
equally readable in full sunlight, the VIVISUN 20/20 is now recognized as the #1
cockpit display.
For superior performance in both low
level readability and sunlight readability,
the VIVISUN 20/20 is the logical solution
for the design requirements of the 1980s.

The Lowest Touch Temperature
in the Industry.

One of the traditional ways of trying to solve
the sunlight readability problem in flight
deck switches was to use more power, current, and higher mean spherical candle
power lamps to get higher intensity
readings on the legends.
Unfortunately, this method not only failed
to solve the problem of reading the legends
in high light ambiences, but it also created

other problems such as very high surface
touch temperatures on the face of the
switch, making it extremely uncomfortable,
if not actually painful, to actuate.

When Aerospace Optics designed its
VIVISUN 20/20 switch, low touch temperature was a primary design goal. With our
unique optics, we are able to obtain high
contrast ratios under sunlight by using a
low power T-1 lamp, thereby avoiding the
high power consumption and high levels
of radiated heat that are standard for
other lighted switches used in the same
capacity.
When compared with an ordinary MILS-22885 switch under the same test conditions, the VIVISUN 20/20 has a surface
touch temperature up to 45% cooler on the
front surface of the switch.
VIVISUN 20/20

Other

on
on

86°F
118°F

152°F
186°F

on
on

110°F
159°F

176°F
223°F

5 Volts
2 lamps
4 lamps
28 Volts
2 lamps
4 lamps

The VIVISUN 20/20 is the recognized
leader in readability under sunlight conditions; however, as shown above, we do it
with much less power, creating a much
lower touch temperature.

Night Goggle Readable

Night goggles will be used by Army Advanced Attack Helicopter crews to enhance and multiply the effects of light at
night, allowing the crew to see ground
targets as bright as day.
While using night goggles, all lighted
displays must be trimmed until they are off
to the naked eye (ie. 28 volts dimmed to 2
volts). Only night goggles can make

legends and instruments readable at these
ultra low levels. But, there are problems.
If an illuminated switch or annunciator
has any tendency to “hot-spot” (produce
non-uniform illumination), the night goggles dramatically emphasize the problem
and in many cases make the legends unreadable. Conventional switches and annuciators, by their very design, “hot-spot.”
Aerospace Optics’ lines of illuminated
pushbutton switches and annunciators are
of revolutionary optical design. This unique
design assures Night Goggle Readability
of unmatched uniformity-no “hotspotting.”
What makes us Sunlight Readable
makes us Night Goggle Readable, and this
has been tested by the U.S. Army.

New Sunlight Readable Blue

The same technology that makes us first in
sunlight readable red, yellow, green, and
white has now developed a new Sunlight
Readable Blue, a blue that, when energized, can be read in a 10,000 foot-candle
ambience (direct sunlight), is not discernible when unenergized in a 10,000 footcandle ambience (direct sunlight), is distinguishable from green at low level night
dimmable modes, and with intensities
never before attained.
These figures, compiled and certified by
an independent testing laboratory will illustrate this:
Average Contrast Ratios
(Under 10,000 Foot-Candle Ambience)
Legend On Legend On Legend Off
to
to
to
Legend Off Background Background
0.97
0.95
-0.009
Average Intensity at Rated Voltage
= 317 foot-lamberts
CIE Chromaticity Coordinates:

X = .245 Y = .387

Let us put our technology to work on your
display problems, whether in sunlight or
low level ambience.
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ELECTRICAL:

FIGURE I- DIMENSIONS

Switch Capacity : SPDT, DPDT, and 3PDT Switch arrangement and contact
schematic per Figure IV.
Switch Contact Ratings:
Type of Switch

Resistive

Silver with gold plate
(Types 1, 2. & 3 of
Table 3, page 7)

Solid Gold
(Types 4, 5, & 6 of
Table 3, page 7)

Inductive

7.0 amps @ 28 VDC
Sea level

4.0 amps @ 28 VDC
Sea level

4.0 amps @ 28 VDC
@ 50,000 ft.

2.5 amps @ 28 VDC
@ 50,000 ft.

1.0 amps @28 VDC
Sea level

0.5 amps @ 28 VDC
Sea level

1.0 amps @ 28 VDC
@ 50,000 ft.

0.5 amps @ 28 VDC
@ 50,000 ft.

Contact Resistance:
Switch contacts: .025 ohms maximum. Lamp contacts: 1 ohm maximum.
Dielectric Withstanding Voltage: 1000 VRMS minimum, 60Hz.
Switch Contacts: Silver with gold plate or solid gold as specified.
Switch Terminals: Gold plated turret type terminals.
Lamp Terminals: Gold plated solder tabs capable of accepting 1 #20 or 2
#24 gauge wires. Lamp terminal arrangement and schematic per Figure IV
Lamp Type: T-1 flange based lamps as shown in Table 4. Four lamps are
provided with each pushbutton switch.
Electrical Life: 25,000 cycles minimum at rated load.
Low Touch Temperature: Our unique optics combined with our low power 5
volt T-1 lamp PIN 17-043 produces a low touch temperature of 86°F with two
lamps on, and 118°F with four lamps on.
Sq.
Max.

MECHANICAL:
Dimensions: The pushbutton switch design, construction, and physical
dimensions conform to Figures I, II, and III.
Operating Characteristics:
Actuation travel: .150 ± .031.
Actuation force: 2 to 5 pounds.
Pushbutton Cap extraction force: 1 to 4 pounds.
Mechanical Life: 50,000 cycles minimum.
Pushbutton Action: Momentary or alternate
Mounting: Each unit is supplied with mounting sleeve and mounting spacer
and units can be mounted in matrix or individual arrangement.
Keying: Pushbutton is designed to prevent incorrect insertion and has a
retainer mechanism to hold it captive to the housing.
Relamping: Lamps are replaceable from the front ---without tools-- by extracting the front pushbutton cap
Finish: Switch housing is corrosion resistant steel with a lusterless black
finish on the front portions.
Low Unit Weight: 1.35 ounces maximum, including mounting sleeve and
mounting spacer.

Mounting Plate Cutouts
FIGURE II- MOUNTING

.689

VISUAL:
Sunlight Readable: The background of the legend area is black per FEDSTD-595 #37038. The characters are hidden legend type and are not discernable before being illuminated. Legends are sunlight readable at the
rated voltage of the illuminating lamp and are readable in a light ambient of
10,000 foot candles (sunlight). When the lamps are not energized the legends
are not readable in a 10,000 foot-candle ambient (sunlight).
Contrast: The average contrast ratio of any lighted legend to the background
and/or any unlighted legend is .6 minimum in a light ambient of 10,000
foot-candles (sunlight). The contrast ratio is determined as defined in
MIL-L-27160 as follows: C =

B2-B1

Mounting Spacer
Notes:
1. Mounting Plate thickness range .032 to.
2. Mounting Spacer is used to place switch mounting flange flush
with .220 thick Edgelighted Panel.
3. Only a screwdriver is required for installation in mounting plate cutout.
4. Extraction slots in side of legend cap provide for easy front
lamp replacement without tools.

where
- C is the contrast ratio, B2 is the
B1
legend brightness and B1 is the background brightness.
Average Minimum Brightness and Chromaticity Coordinates of each
Color:
COLOR

BRIGHTNESS IN FOOT LAMBERTS

Red
Yellow
Green
White
Blue

150
300
200
200
150

CHROMATICITY
X
Y
.690 .310
.585 .410
.330 .620
.430 .400
.260 .390

Lettering Style: Globe condensed caps.
Viewing Angle: 150° Peripherally.
Dimmable: Uniform brightness at reduced voltage levels-nohot spots.
Night Goggle Readable: Uniform illumination under night goggle conditions.
Always Visible Keyboard/Panel Lighting Options: This always visible type
of identification lighting is available for all legend posltions. In daylight conditions, the legends are white on a black background; and in night conditions,
the legends are illuminated either blue-white per MIL-P-83335 or red per
MIL-P-7788 Class 1R. See color codes V and N in Table 7 on page 7.

FIGURE Ill- PUSHBUTTON CAP WITH RETAINER

Retainer is supplied assembled to
the cap. Retainer will restrict complete removal of cap from switch
body but will permit lamp replacement.

.625
± .005

Retainer

FIGURE IV- SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

Switch and Lamp
Terminal Arrangement

Lamp schematic

Switch Contact
Schematic

ENVIRONMENTAL:
Temperature: -55°C to 85°C operating: -55°C to 95°C non-operating.
Altitude: Sea level to 50,000 ft.
Shock: In accordance with MIL-S-22885, method 1, 50 G's.
Vibration: In accordance with MIL-$22885, Test Condition 2.
Moisture Resistance: In accordance with MIL-S-22885.
Fungus: In accordance with MIL-T-5422.
Salt Spray: In accordance with MIL-S-22885.
Sand & Dust: In accordance with MIL-S-22885 non-operating.
Explosion: In accordance with MlL-T-5422, Procedure 1.

3
Pole

Position

Lamp and terminal
positions as viewed
from the front of the
display
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How to Order Vivisun 20/20
Switches and indicators are specified by a basic 12 digit part number which is comprised of (a)
2 digits to define the Aerospace Optics 99 series product line, (b) 3 digits to define switch body
type, (c) 3 digits to define the pushbutton cap style, and (d) 4 digit artwork part number. Line 2 is
provided to define the exact artwork used in the cap.
(a)
Product
Series

(b)
Body
Type

(c)
Cap
Style

(d)
Artwork
PIN

NOTE: Artwork 4 digit part number is assigned by Aerospace Optics to abbreviate and designate customer legend and color information specified on line 2.

Line1

Line 2
Line 2 provides the detailed artwork description of legend position, color, character height, and corresponding specific legends to be displayed in each legend
position. When two or more legend positions are to display information then a semicolon should separate the legend information for each legend position. When
two or more lines of characters are to be used in one legend position then the legend lines should be separated by a comma.
TABLE 1
Mounting

2-Figure 1

TABLE 2
Pushbutton Action
TABLE 3
Switch Poles

TABLE 4
Lamp
Type

Individual unit mounting with spacer and sleeve

1 -MomentaryAction
0-Indicator

2-Alternate Action

1-1SPDT

2-2 SPDT

3-Indicator
4- 1SPDT
(GOLD)

3-3 SPDT

5- 2SPDT
(GOLD)

6- 3SPDT
(GOLD)

Type

Lamp Part No

Voltage

Current (amps)

Rated Life Hours

1

17-043

5

.060

6,500

2

03-014*

5

.115

40,000

3

14-112

12

.040

16,000

4

14-113

14

.040

16,000

5

14-114

18

.026

10,000

6

14-104**

28

.024

16,000

**MS-3338

*MS-24515
B

C

D

E

F

G

J

H

TABLE 5
Legend Style

TABLE 6
Legend Position

R
Red

TABLE 7
Color

TABLE 8
Character
Capacity
per Legend
Position

Y
Yellow

Character
Size

Character
Height

1

.125

2

3

4

G
Green

W
White

B
Blue

V
Visible White
with Blue
White Night
Legend Lighting

N
Visible White
with Red
Night Legend
Lighting

Legend Position Per Table 6
Lines /Characters
1

2-3

4-5-6-7

8-9

Lines Per Position

3

1

1

3

Characters Per Line

6

6

3

3

Lines Per Position

3

1

1

3

Characters Per Line

7

7

3

3

Lines Per Position

5

2

2

5

Characters Per Line

8

8

4

4

Lines Per Position

2

1

1

2

Characters Per Line

4

4

2

2

.109

.072

.156
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Vivisun 20/20 99 Series

Example
How to order
a typical
switch having
legend Style E

Mounting Configuration Indicate number per table 1
Pushbutton Action Indicate number per table 2
Switch Poles Required Indicate number per table 3

Lamp Type Indicate number pertable 4
Legend Style Indicate letter per table 5
Pushbutton cap captivation 1-with retaining mechanism

Artwork Part Number Assigned by Aerospace Optics
at time of customer request
Line 1

Line 2
Parenthesis
to start artwork description
LegendPosition
Indicate number per table 6
Color Indicate letter per table 7
Character Size
Indicate number per table 8
Legend On First Line GS EXT
Insert Semicolon between legend positions
Legend Position Indicate number per table 6
Color Indicate letter pertable 7
Character Size Indicate number per table 8
Legend On First Line GS
Insert Comma between legends on 1st and 2nd lines
Legend On Second Line ARM
Insert Semicolon between legend positions

How to order Spare
Components
1. To order typical spare
Vivisun 20/20
pushbutton cap only:
(from example above)

Legend Position Indicate number per table 6
Color Indicate letter per table 7
Character Size Indicate number per table 8

Insert X’s in body type spaces to denote
pushbutton cap only

Legend On First Line GS

2. To order typical spare Vivisun 20/20
body only:

Insert Comma between legends on 1st and 2nd lines
Legend On Second Line CAP
Insert Parenthesis to denote end of artwork description

(from example above)
3. To order typical spare
lampsonly:
17-043 (lamp type 1 from example above
and Table 4)
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